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Every professor has to wonder, with skepticism, how much of the assigned material the students will

actually read. (That is, if they have even purchased the textbook in the first place!) Whether they

skim or read all of it, your students will recall the key points of the lesson if you use Discovering the

Old Testament.Discovering the Old Testament defines key terms in sidebars and highlights them

within the text. Each chapter includes summary statements and review questions to help students

focus on what theyâ€™ve learned. Discovering the Old Testament combines all the elements

youâ€™re looking for in a survey of the Old Testament - thorough, sound Biblical scholarship,

combined with an eye-catching format and a writing style thatâ€™s easy to understand. Every page

is full color, in an attractive format, with maps and pictures to enhance the material.In Discovering

the Old Testament, youâ€™ll find:Objectives defined for each lesson.Personal questions to help

students relate the Bible to their lives.Sidebars to explain theological points.Keywords identified and

defined on each page.Study questions for review of the material.Summary statements at the end of

each chapter to help students focus on what theyâ€™ve learned.Listing of resources for further

study at the end of each chapter.An eye-catching format thatâ€™s attractive to the young college

student. EVERY page is in full color.Short, readable chapters.
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Thank you for keeping the cost of textbooks lower than almost everyone else.If you would end the

required number of words for leaving feed-back I would leave such feed-back. I am very satisfied



with 's system of the sale of new and used books. This has allowed me to purchase textbooks for

the University modules I am taking.

I really like the introduction. Right out of the gate it gives the sidebar that lays out the objectives, key

words and suggests questions you may have as you read through the chapters. This really helped

me tie the reading of the text together. It suggests comparing our own precious memories to how

you lived for and served God.The authors put real effort into the format to help the student get the

full meaning. This is an excellent book a must for anyone studying the Old Testament.

I bought this textbook because it was required for a class I took. I've since dropped the class and

returned the book, good riddance. Maybe the expected level of education has plummeted since I

finished school 3 years ago, but this was an early high school level book AT BEST. Yes, the

pictures are colourful and pretty, but they were also gigantic, taking up entire half-pages in some

places. That's called padding. The type size was enormous (more padding) and most of the

textbook was just a not-that-brief summary of the bible text - you might as well just read the bible

itself.This book is for COMPLETE BEGINNERS who have never picked up the bible and probably

never plan on doing so in the future after reading this book. (But then why even buy this book in the

first place?) What you're paying for when you buy this book is pretty pictures and the heavy, glossy

paper, not quality information. For that, try another book.

An amazing read! Was more that just a 30,000 foot view of the Old Testament. The level of

summary of each O/T Book was very adequate and the historical, cultural, acrcheology &

theological short insights that were added in each chapter, made this journey well worth the read.

An excellent college level text book!

This is one of the best written books for learning about the OT. I currently attend the university

where the guy who wrote the book teaches on the OT. He is full of wisdom and is very

knowledgeable about the OT. A Very reliable book.

Currently taking a course Discovering the Old Testament and this is following along great with the

course. Adds a lot of information to the course.

This book delivers sound conservative scholarship that integrates application. The authors integrate



the biblical information with helpful sidebars in the categories of Interpretive/hermeneutical,

Theological, Historical, Cultural, and Archaelogical.For example, on page 226, there is an excellent

and concise explanation of the reason for mixed marriages. It explains the problem of syncretism

that eroded Israel's practice of monotheism. It then offers practical advice for marriage today.This

work is a landmark work in Old Testament Survey that would be helpful to all students of the

Hebrew Scriptures. It would benefit students and instructors alike.

I really liked the layout of this book. Informative easy to read. Reviews each chapter has history

along with the Bible
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